If we designate the distances from the orthocentre to the sides of the triangle by ka, k,, k, and from the orthocentre to the vertices by kq', k,', k/, then and, in polar co-ordinates, I03. J = I [r(,rb sin (6 -6') + i-br, sin (0"' -6") + rera sin (6' -6"')]. CONCLUDING NOTE.-Owing to some changes and additions in the foregoing article made since its original preparation and while in press, the statement on page I35, Vol. I, that "the total number of formulae ' * * in this collection is ninety-three," etc., is no longer true.
The number of formulae in the collection is shown below where the second column shows the number that result from counting as distinct those formula arising from permutation. PROBLEM -To inscribe a rectangle whose sides are c,x in another rectangle whose sides are a,b, and express x in functions of a, b, and c.
